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ABSTRACT
A digital approximation of wavefront propagation described by
Blum is implemented on a computer to obtain a medial point transfor-
mation of two-dimensional data. The transformation is found to be
greated affected by noise and therefore unsuitable for pattern recog-
nition. The transformation is shown to be useful for data compression
and noise reduction. An aerial photograph taken over Phoenix, Ari-
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Recent developments in the remote sensing field have enabled in:-
b 
vestigatork; to sample and record vast amounts of video data.' The great
quantity of ootatned data- ..requirei s that methods be developed to process
the data automatically. This processing generally takes two forms.
First, the data may be proces s ed to establish its content relative to the
desired information; this establishes char' acteristics concerning shape,
position and composition of objects included in the data and is termed
pattern recognition. Second, the data may be processed to reduce its
quantity by eliminating redundancy, so that the data may be efficiently
transmitted or stored.  This is the process of data reduction.
Harry Slum 1 presents the idea of classifying a pattern by consid-
ering its surface area of arc length. This surface area becomes a func-
tion of time by considering it as a normally propagating wavefront.
Slum adds the restriction that when wavefronts meet, only the region of
space through which waves have not .passed are allowed to have waves
generated in it. Figure 1.1 shows the wavefronts generated by two
points for various values of time. 'Figure- 1.2 shows the wavefronts ob-
tained from a circle. Slum shows that • the arc length as a function of
time describes the geometry of the , .wave generating object.
A mathematical model of Slum's method of wave propagation was des-
cribed by Kotelly[ 2) and implemented on a computer by PhilbrlckC 3] .
Roth Kotelly and Philbrick suggested that the medial axis transformation
resulting from such a waver. propagation can be used for shape rec-
ognition. However, Investigatum by the author indicated that intro-
duction of a small amount of noise an the image being transformed re-
suits in a profound change on the oKwresporOlsi ng medial axis transforma-
tion. For this reason, it is believed thhat the medial axis transformation
is not useful for shape recognition, Sina6 glum's method of wave , propa-
gation involves a transformation of two-dimensicmial data, however, it is
believed that the method could provide a useful means of data compac-
tion. The usefulness of wave propagation fora data compaction was stud-





























rather than in a normal direction, to take advantage of two-dimensional
1 .2 Digital Wavefront Propagation
Bium's concept of a propagating wavefront suggests th,-.t the geomet-
rical properties of a two-dimensional figure can be transformed into a
different and perhaps more compact form. In fact, a receding wave-
front directly suggests a "shrinking" of data. However, to implement
this method of data reduction on discrete data (such as would be used
by a digital computer) , it would be best to modify the concept of wave
motion so that propagation is in vertical and horizontal directions,
arrays in operating on images.
A computer simulation of the wavefront propagation was made using
a GE 625 computer. The figure to be investigated was first assumed to
be a solid, homogeneous image. This image was then superimposed on
a grid of squares and each square was quantized according to whether
the majority of the area of the square was inside or outside of the
boundary of the figure. Those squares quantized inside of the bound-
ary of the figure were assigned a value of one and those outside of the
boundary were assigned a value of zero. These assigned values were
then punched onto IBM cards and read into the computer as a two-di-
mensional array which shall be referred to as the object matrix.
The quantization of a circle is shown in Figure 1.3. The circle in
Figure 1.3 (a) is quantized and put on IBM cards as shown in Figure
1. 3  (b) . Its appearance is enhanced in Figure 1.3 (c) by replacing the
zeros by blanks and the ones by '"A's. " The computer outputs 111 fig-
ures 1 .3 (b) and 1.3 (c) are distorted because a computer line printer
prints ten characters per inch horizontally while it only prints six lines
per inch vertically. Thus all c n—aputer outputs appear elongated in the
vertical direction.
The computer simulation of wave propagation is accomplished as
follows. Each point of value zero on the object matrix is assumed to
propagate one unit in all vertical and horizontal directions. Thus,, for
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A	 = 0	 {	 i, j ± 1 _Q} for a!l i, j 2 < i, j < N-1i , j	 Ai ± 1, j	 0
Such an operation on the object matrix comprises one propagation itera-
tion. Obviously, if a point adjacent to a propagating zero has a value
of zero before an iteration, it will retain its value after the iteration.
This process Is repDjated .for each iteration of the propagation. Since
each wavefront progresses by a matrix unit during each iteration, the
Al	 iterations can be used as a measu re corresponding to time in Blum's
wave propagation.
To make a record of wave propagation, the points where the wave
fronts intersect are marked. This is done with another matrix of size:
NxN which will be referred to as the skeleton rr atrix and which is ini-
tially set equal to zero. After each propagation iteration, ea :;h object
matrix point which was changed to zero in the completed iteration
which now has no immediately adjacent points of value one is labeled
as a skeleton matrix point. It is labeled by setting the corresponding
point on the skeleton matrix equal to a value equal to the number of the
iteration just completed, In this matter , after all iterations are com-
	
leted the value of each
	
-p	 c  non zero point on the skeleton matrix repre-
t
sents the "time"" at which an intersection of . waves occurred at the cor-
., reapondirZg point on `he object matrix during the imuge shrinking pro-
cess. Thus each skeleton point represents a medial point found in the
shrinking process.
An example of the wave shrinking of a rv.c+angle is shown in Figure
1.4. The object matrix is shown in figure 1.4 (a) . Part of the skele-
tan formation has taken place in Fiq..are 1.4 (b) where the 'Ws" repre -
b^:nt the points of value one remaining on the object matrix while the
numbers represent the non-zero values of the corresponding points on
e	 the skeleton matrix. 1.4 (c) shows the skeleton matrix after all itera-
tions have been completed. (Henceforth, in any reference to a skeleton
matrix, it will be assumed that all propagation iterations have been com-






















































•iterations have been made.) The skeleton matrix for the circle in Figure





Figure 1.5 Skeleton Matrix for the Circle in Figure 1.3
1.3 ®bpectives
A skeleton matrix uniquely describes a corresponding object ma-
trix. Thus the two matrices are transforms of each other and, in fact,
the object matrix can be simply obtained from Its corresponding skele-
ton matrix as will be shown in section 2.1. This transformation can be
useful in at least two areas of remote sensing, and these two areas
will be investigated in the remainder of the paper.
The first purpose in investigating this method of data transforma-
tion is to determine its usefulness in data compaction. Data compac-
tion is an extremely important problem when two-dimensional data is to
be transmitted from one place to another such as with the telemetry of
video data from a spacecraft to another receiving station. Also, data
compaction is important in various kinds of information retrieval prob-
lems. In describing geometric areas by arrays of points,, it might be
r
•useful to consider how orientation of both the image and the object array
i points affect the data compaction. Also, it would be useful to know
which skeleton array points are most useful in describing the corre-
sponding object matrix.
The second objective in studying this transformation is to deter-
mine its usefulness in noise reduction.
Two considerations are made in the investigation. First, the meth-
ods described must be easily adaptable to computer programming or log-
is design methods. Second, some application of the evolved methods
should be made to actual photographic data. at is felt that application




2,1  Description by Diamond Fittlo
It has been shown how a two-dimensional figure may be descrih<Rd
b y several points with numerical values on a skeleton matrix. The
values of these points represent the number of the Iteration in the
sh Inkt °ng process when the corresponding point on the object matrix
becomes isolated from ether points of value one and is itself assigned
a value of zero. Obvi=ily, then, the number of iterations in the entire
shrinking process corresponds to the largest value assigned to a mem-
ber of the skeleton matrix since the last shrinking reduction of the ob-
ject mawix leaves no points cif value one to be neighbors to the points
which receive a value of zero in the last shrinking reduction.
The process of object matrbot shrinking can be reversed to obtain
an object matrix from its correspdnding skeleton matrix. This is done
on a matrix which is initially set equal to zero. The first step in re-
forming an object matrix is to consider the point or paints with the lar-
gest value on the skeleton s matrix. The corresponding points on the re-
forming object matrix are set equal to one. This corresponds to a re-
versal of the last iteration in the object matrix shrinking process. If
the largest value on the skeleton matrix is assigned a value of
NIARGE, the reformation process can continue by next considering all
points on the skele^ .an matrix of value NLARGE-10 In this step, all
points on the reforming object matrix which are horizontal or vertical
neighbors to points of value-one are first themselves assigned a value
of one, and then points on the reforming object matrix corresponding
to points of value NLARGE-1 on the -skeleton matrix are assigned a
value of one. The same process is repeated for the second step ex-





E	 Each succeeding step considers a value one less than was considered
in the previous step. When skeleton matrix points of value one have
been considered, the object matrix has been reconstructed.
Each point of value one placed on the object matrix by the skele-
ton matrix in the reformation process is allowed to propagate to its
neighbors in the next step and the resulting points are allowed to pro-
pagate to their neighbors in the following step. If a single point were
k	 placed on a matrix and allowed to propagate in such a manner it would
take on the appearance of a diamond like the one shown in Figure 2.1
s
and would grow with each step of the propagation. Since the skeleton
matrix is made up of several points, the object matrix may be consid-
ered as the union of several diamonds,, each described by a point on
the skeleton matrix. If a point on the skeleton matrix has a value of
one, the corresponding diamond will only be a single point. For points
on the skeleton matrix of larger values, the corresponding diamond
t	 will have a number of points on each of its sides equal to the value of
the corresponding skeleton matrix point.
Figure 2.2 (a) shows an object matrix representing a small circle.
Figure 2.2 (b) shows the corresponding skeleton matrix. By drawing
diamonds centered at the points indicated with sizes indicated by the
value of the skeleton matrix, the original figure can be reconstructed.
Several of these diamonds are shown on the object matrix in Figure
2.2 (c) .
It has been shown that the skeleton matrix transformation may be
aegarded as a description of a figwe by diamond fitting. The position
of each diamond is described by the position of the corresponding point
on tho skeleton matrix, and the size of the diarnond is described by the
value of the corresponding skeleton point. Such a method . of descrip-
tion becomes convenient when resolution is considered. Suppose, for
example, that in the reconstruction of a figure, it is not desired to con-
sider detail which is less than three units, on a side. To do this, it is
only necessary to ignore the points on the skeleton matrix with a value
1®
t
Aless than three in reconstruction. Such an approximation has been made
on the group, of rectangles shown in Figure 2.3 (a) . The result is shown
in Figure 2.3 (b) . Because the points on a skelaton matrix can be di-
rectly used for resolution determination, the values of these points will
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sThe method of diamond fitting can be applied to several aspects of
pattern description. Transmission of video data can be controlled by
eliminating skeleton points of flow resolution. Such a method is useful
6
	 when 3L as not necessary to transmit the detail of all of the data col-
t	 lected . Diamond fitting can be used to reduce noise. Such a use will
be discussed in Chapter 3. Diamond fitting ca.-, aiso be used in pattern
recognition to describe geometries and orientations of patterns.
2.2 Preferred Orientation
Since images are being'described by diamond fitting, the geometry
of a diamond would suggest that it would bast orient the figures so that
the majority of the straight edges are parallel with the edges of the dia-
monds which represent the figures. Thus, it would be expected to be
preferable to orient figures at an angle of 450
 from a vertical direction.
To study the effects of the orientation of a figure, a top-view out-
line of a Vr,-145 British trainer jet was used. This outline is shown
in Figure 2.4 (a) . The outline was oriented at 0 0 , 150 , 300 , and 450
from the vertical direction and coded onto IBM cards. The quantized
outlines for the jet are shown in Figures 2.4 (b) , (c) , (d) , and (e) re-
spectively. As the angle of the orientation increases, the number of
450
 lines in the quantized outline increases and the number of vertical
and horizontal lines decreases. Thus, the effects of diagonal orien-
tation become more pronounced as the angle of the jet outline orienta-
tion increases. This would provide the best data for describing the fig-
ure since a large amount of the edge of the diamonds would coincide
with the edge of the figure. Thus the diagonal orientation would be the
"preferred" orientation.
2.3 1Vi_ easlirement of Orientation
Several properties of the diamonds in the figures representing the
jet were calculated for various orientations. The properties calculated
12
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were:	 the average resolution of the diamonds in the figure; the average
number of points in each diamond which lies on the boundary of the fig-
ure; and the number of diamonds ir. the figure.	 The results are shown
in F iguregraphically 
	
e 2.5.
The results show that the average resolution per diamond increases
as diagonal orientation of the jet is approached.	 The average boundary
surface area per diamond also increases with the orientation angle
while the number of diamonds decreases.
	
The largest variation is in
the average boundary surface area per diamond indicating that the
boundary surface property is probably the best measure of image orien-
tation.	 The results also show that with an orientation of 45°, the fig-
ure can be described with fewer data points than with other orientations
and that the average data point describes a diamond with more area than
data points of the same figure with other orientations.
	 This means that
with the use of the skeleton matrix transformation which has been des-
cribed and with orientation of - the figure so that straight edges are at an
angle of 450
 with the vertical, more area can be described with fewer
v data points than can be described with other orientations.
	 This,, of
course, is desirable.
2.4 Advantage s of S gMare Fitting
An orientation of 45° provides a rather awkward angle with which to
work. A person is not accustomed to orienting the straight edges of fig-
ures at angles of 45°, but rather in vertical and horizontal Wrectionso
It is easier to visually judge proper vertical and horizontal orientation
of a line than it is to judge proper 45° orientation of a line. Thus, one
feels more at ease with photographic imagery in which the straight limes
in it have been oriented in directions parallel to the edge of the photo-
graph rather than at other angles such as 45°. Orientations of 45 0
 are
also disadvantageous when the representation of the image is elongated,
such as the computer outputs in this paper, or otherwise linearly dis-
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•change under such conditions although orientations of vertical and hori-
zontal lines vill not.
The difficulties encountered with use of a 44 0 orientation would
suggest that a method of image description using square fitting rather
than diamond fitting would be more appropriate for use. Such a method
would allow images which contain rectangular forms to be represented
more easily and naturally. In fitting squares into rectangles, the edges
of the squares would often coincide wit.- the edges of the rectangles.
Thus, the edges of the rectangular forms would tend to be better enhan-
ced w ' th a square fitting transformation than with a diamond fitting
transformation.
To develop the method of image transformation by diamond fitting,
a matrix of numbers with the numbers in rows and columns was used.
An obvious way to obtain an array for diamond fitting would be to rotate
our matrix by 45". With the resulting arrangement of points in the array,
the four nearest neighbors to each point would be in diagonal directions
from that point rather than in vertical and horizontal &U-actions An ar-
ray of points resulting from such a rotation is shown in Figure 2.6
^ e o • s
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t2.5 Translation from Diamond Fitting
To make most effective use of the method of image description using
the square fitting transformation, it would be best to record ime je data
for the object array at points in staggered rows. Such a method of re-
cording data would provide a direct correspondence between points on
the object array and the corresponding areas of the image. However,
image data is usually not recorded in this manner, bat, instead, it is
usually quantized in straight rows and columns. For this reason, it
would be desirable to devise a method to translate data in the object
matrix, which is in rows and columns, to data in staggered rows which
can then be described using the square fitting transformation.
A simple way of translating the data in the object matrix is to ro-
tate the object matrix 45 0 . However, square fitting after such a rota-
tion would only amount to performing the same operations which would
be made if diamond fitting were done before the rotation. Thus the ad-
vantages to be gained from square fitting which have been discussed
would not be gained from such a tri%n$lation. Furthermore, storage of
such an array in a computer would be awkward since ccnputers store
rectangular arrays and the rotated matrix would be a diamond shaped ar-
ray. A better method of object matrix data translation is desirable.
The method of data translation used in this paper involves matching
of two matrices. First, the quantized data is read into a square matrix
as was done for the diamond fitting transformation. Then each point of
a second matrix which is of the same size is set equal to the corre-
sponding data point on the first matrix. This results in two matrices
which are initially made identical to describe the object array. Each
point in the second matrix is assumed to be down and to the right of the
corresponding point of the first matrix such that each interior point of
the object array has four identically close neighbors,, each located in
it
diagonal directions from that port
row array is shown in Figure 2.7.
The formation of such a staggered
The solid dots represent points on
the first matrix while the hollow dots represent points on the second ma-
trix. The arrows indicate which points on the respective matrices are
18
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Figure 2.7
A better method of obtaining an array for square fitting from an ar-
ray for diamond fitting might be to define the initial value of each point
on the second matrix according to all foam of its neighbors rather than
by just one neighbor as is done in the translation method just described,
However, the much simpler method of point to point matching of values
with one neighbor is used in favor of this more sophisticated method
which would involve a decision process for each point on the :second ma-
trix.
Of course, another method of obtaining a square fitting array would
be to sLifft every other row in the object matrix horizontally by one-half
of a unit. This method, it is felt, would limit the resolving power of
the square fitting method of pattern description and is therefore not used.
The method of conversion using matrix matching, then, is used in
preference to the other methods mentioned for several reasons. it is
19
iquick and simple. The effect on the processing of the image would be
the same for both the vertical and horizontal directions. It allows the
resulting skeleton array to maintain close control on the resolution dur-
ing the object array reformation process.
2.6 Examples of Square Fitting
The advantages of describing an image by square fitting can be
shown by considering the set of rectangles shown in Figure ?.8 (a) .
These rectangles are identical to the rectangles shown in Figure 2.3 (a) .
However, this figure can be completely reconstructed by considering
points from the skeleton array which describe squares with resolutions
greater than three. This means that the skeleton matrix contains no
points with resolution less than four. In fact, a reasonable approxima-
tion to the figure can be made by considering squares described by the
skeleton array which have resolutions equal to or greater than eighteen.
,_rich an approximation is shown in Figure 2.8 (b) . Also, the skeleton
for the object matrix in Figure 2.8 (a) obtained using the square fitting
transformation has fewer points than the skeleton obtained using the
diamond fitting transformation. Thus, since the given object matrix can
be described with a skeleton matrix containing fewer points with higher
resolution values by using square fitting rather than diamond fitting, it
would appear that the method of square fitting is best suited for rectan-
gular images.
The effect of orientation on the square fitting transformation was
checked using the same data of the SAC-145 trainer jet which was used
in the first part of this chapter. The results for the average resolution
of the s -. ,pares and the average surface boundary for the squares are
graphed in Figure 2.9. The average resolution and the average surface
boundary are greatest when the figure is oriented at an angle of 0  from
the vertical. This would indicate that the preferred orientation using the
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figure 2.9 Average Resolution Per Square
and Average Bos!"dary Surface




•Such an orientation is desirable for the reasons outlined in section 2.4.
2.7 VJlWht
The rascolw000 of both i diamond and a square has been defined as
the number of polfit a ^;;-3 --ivh Fdq of that figure. Such a definition is
useful since resolutionp aro obtai#iod directly in the skeleton transfor-
mation process. Another use ful property to consider would be the num-
ber of points which are included in each diamond or square. Obviously,Y
such a property would provide a measure of the "aLaa" included in each
diamond or square. This property will be termed as the weight.
The weight of a diamond or square provides a direct measure of the
diamond's or square ' s usefulness in the formation of an object matrix.
A primary objective in two-dimensional data reduction is to describe
large areas with as few data points as possible. Since weight is a mea-
sure of area, diamonds or squares of large weights provide the most
economical means of describing a figure. Diamonds or squares of small
weight contribute little to the description of an area, and, if fine reso-
lution is not required, can often be ignored. In such cases, the small
diamonds or squares are considered noise and should be eliminated for
economical description of a. figure.
The weight of a diamond or square can be easily obtained from its
resolution. In the case of a square, the points in the square consist of
two square matrices,, each with the same center. The dimension of the
larger matrix is equal to the resolution of the square which it describes.
Tie dimension of the smaller matrix is equal to the resolution of the lar-
ger matrix minus one. Summing the number of points in each matrix to-
gether, thu weight of a square becomes:
W = R2+(R-1)2
where W is the weight of the square and R is its resolution. The for-






As an example, consider the calculation of the weight of the dia-
mond in Figure 2.1. The resolution, R, of the diamond is five. Its
i weight can be calculated using the formula
W M 52 + (5 a 1)2
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`	 III. NOISE REDUCTION
F-
3.1 Edge Enhancement
Chapter two discussed she orientation of images. It was concluded
that for images with vertical and horizontal edges, the square fitting
transformation pr(.vide s a better method of data compression than does
the diamond fitting transformation. This is true because the edges of
the images which are being described tend to coincide with the edges
of the squares. Such a (tendency for edge coincidence is used to
10 straighten out" rough vertical and horizontal edges and act as an edge
enhancer.
Enhancement of edges is useful in improving the visual appea,"ante
of an image. Straight edges appear more pronounced and regions formed
by the boundaries appear more distinct.
Enhancement of edges is also useful since it simplifies the skele-
ton resulting from a square fitting transformation of an image. If ¢i~J
edges are enhanced, then several skeleton points with resolutions of
small values are eliminated, since only large squares are used to des-
cribe the image by fitting and small squares are not needed to fill in the
once-jagged edges of the image. A simplification of the skeleton with a
s
	
	 negligible loss of information is desirable since the skeleton is used as
the means of data reduction.
Besides providing edge enhancing in vertical and horizontal direc-




reduction. poise on two-dimensional imagery generally appears as iso-
lated single points or small groups of points. When a skeleton trans-
i
	
	 formation is made of theP oints which describe the noise, the corre-
sponding skeleton matrix points have va Aues of small resolution. The




then be identified and considered as noise, and steps can be taken to




s	 In eliminating noise from a square matrix of discrete points, the
!	 most logical way to begin is to find all points or, the object matrix
whose neighbors have a different value and change the value of each of
these points to the value of their neighbors. For example, if a point on
the object matrix, Ai, j ° has a value of once: and Ai,j+l , Ai, j-1' Ai+b
Ai-1 'j each have a value of zero, then the point A i' j would be consid-
ered as noise and assigned a value of zero. This process eliminates
isolated points of noise in otherwise well defined regions and provides
a substantial reduction of noise on noisy imagery.
Procedures fo- further enhancement and noise reduction of imagery
are not so obvious as the step just described. It is necessary to estab-
lish a criterior for deciding which object matrix points should have
their values changed and what their new values should be . To make use
of the advantages afforded by the use of the square fitting skeleton
transformation which have been described, this criterion should base its
decision process on the skeleton transformation of the image which is
being enhanced. This would suggest that the second step in the noise
reduction process is to take the skeleton matrix transformation of the
image.
,t this point, the concept of the skeleton matrix transformation must
be modified to allow the transformation of matrices with more than one
type of region. If each region is represented by a numerical value in
the object matrix, then the number of types of regions Is the number of
different values in the object matrix. For example, all of the object ma-
trices which have been considered) thus far could be regarded as images
j	 with two regions. One region consists Of the area in which all of the
object matrix points have a value of one and the other region consists
of the area where all of the points have a value of zero. Finding the
skeleton matrix transformation of the image, then, consists of taking the
skeleton matrix transformation of each region separately and then con-
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sidering them together. The skeletons for the different regions do noti
Intersect since each skeleton is within the area occupied by its corre-
sponding region in the object matrix. However, it is necessary to re-
	
ii	 member from which region each skeleton point was formed. Images with
more than two types of regions will be considered in chapter five.
In the matrix which results from the noise reduction process, it is
desirable to have each point a, signed to a particular region. However,
in the intermediate steps of the decision process of noise reduction, the
points representing noise have an undetermined value. These points are
called free points. The skeleton matrix is used to dete. °nine which points
in the object matrix are free points. This is done by choosing the points
on the object matrix which do not belong to diamonds, or in the square
fitt ±.ng	 squares which have at least a certain resolution value.
	
!	 Once the free points have been determined, it is necessary to usei
it decd Sion process to assign values to them. The reader can think o!:
several ways to assign these values. For purposes of investigation and
comparison, four simple methods are used here. Flow charts for these
methods are shown in Appendix B.
i Mathod I
All points described only by skeleton points with a resolution value
f
of oae are free points. The value of each free point is assigned accord-
ing t\a the values of " 3 four neighbors. The value which occurs most
	
y	 frequently among its neighbors' values is the valtae assigned to the free
	
i	 point in consideration. If there is no single value which occurs most




All points described only by skeleton points with a resolution value
of one are free points. The region-. described by the non-free points
are allowed to grow into the ar%as occupied by the free points. This
process is done by assigning free points which are neighbors of one or
more non-free points • value which is equal to that of one of the non-
free neighbors. Tho newly assigned free points then become non-free
27
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points and the growth is repeated several times until all free points are
eliminated.
Method 3
Method 3 is like method 2 except that the grovith process is not re-
peated. Instead, free points remaining after the first step of the growth
process are assigned their original value.
Alt three methods consider free points as p,..,nts which correspond
to skeleton points of resolution one. Also, each of the three methods
may `)e reinforced again. That is, the matrix resulting from the enhance-
ment process may be considered as an object matrix and the same process
can then be applied to that matrix. This reinforcement may be used as
many times as is desired.
Method 4
Method 4 is like method 3 except that with each reinforcement, the
maximum size of the resolution values a: sociat , d with each free point
is increased by one with each reinforcement.
?	 3.3 Examples and Results
To check the four methods of noise reduction, three figures were
1
used. The first was the group of rectangles showna in Figure 2.3 (a),
4	 the second was the circle shown in Figure 1.3 (c), and the third wast
the BAC-145 at B o shown in Figure 2.4 (b) . A random number generator
with a uniform distribution between zero and one was used to add noisa
to the images. A random number was generated for every point on each
i matrix. If the random number was greater than 0. 8, the value of the
matrf . point was changed. The images were processed by the methods
discussed for five reinforcements. The square fitting transformation
was used.
The effectiveness of the noise reduction methods was checked by
comparing the enhanced Images with the original noiseless images. A
i percentage of recovery was calculated for each Image. This value rep°- s
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resents the percentage of points which were changed in the noise mak-
ing process that were then changed back to their correct value In the en . -	 I
hancement process.
To provide a comparison between the methods a-Iscussed and more 	 1
conventional noise reduction methods, the noisy images were also pro-
cessed by assigning a value to each point according to the value of each
of the majority of its neighbors. This process was also done for five re-
inforcements.
Some results from the group of rectangles are shown in Figures 3.1 	 I
and 3.2. Figure 3.1 (a) shows the rectangles before noise was added. 	 I
Figure 3.1 (b) shows the rectangles after noise was added. Figure 3.1 	 j{
`r
	(c) shows the noisy rectangles after they were processed using the con-
ventional neighbor search method with three reinforcements. Figures
3.2 (a), (b) . (c) and (d) show the results after three reinforcements for
	 i
methods one, two, three, and four respectively.
Graphs of percentage recovery vs. number of reinforcements for the
methods of noise reduction discussed are shown in Figures 3.3 , 3.4.
and 3.5. The results using the groups of rectangles are shown in Figure
3.3. The circle is considered in Figure 3.4 and the BAC-145 at 0 o is
used in ."figure 3.5.
The results show that method four apparently provides the best
noise reduction, although method two provides the lest noise reduction
if only one reinforcement is used. Of course, many other methods of
noise reduction can be contrived using the skeleton transformation.
The results givers here show that methods using the skeleton matrix
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If a skeleton matrix is to be transmitted, it must first be coded in
a suitable form. One war
 of coding the skeleton matrix is to form a
code word for each non-zero point. With such a coding method s
 three
pieces of information are required to describe each point: its vertical
coordinate, its horizontal coordinate, and its resolution value. One of
i
many methods may be used to describe these three characteristics,
but the coded words must contain enough information for one to deter-
mine them accurately.
In transmitting an image, it may not be necessary to transmit each
detail of the image. The receiver may desire an image of only a certain
resolution, or, if a pattern recognition process is involved, the recei-
ver may be able to recognize a pattern without information about each
detail of the image. In either case, it would not be necessary to trans-
mit every skeleton point.
Since it is not always required to transmit all skeleton points, it
is desirably' to arrange the skeleton point codes in an order such that
the first points contain the largest possible area and that succeedingly
less area is added with the addition of the area described by each suc-
ceeding skeleton point. One easy method of approximating such an or-
dering is to arrange the skeleton points in order of descending resolu-
tion. However, this method of ordering results in a poor approximation
of the desired order.
A method of obtaining an order of code words such that each code
word, as it is added, describes a maximum additional area is an opti-
mum method of code word orderim!y . To implement such a method, a dia-
mond described by one of the skeleton points with the iargest resolution
Is placed on the matrix being formed, and its code word becomes the
35
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•first code word to be transmitted. It is also placed on a matrix which
will be called the trial matrix. Then, the diamond described by each
remaining skeleton point is added, one by one, to the trial matrix. Af-
ter each diamond is added, the total area of the region resulting from
such an addition is calculated, and then the points on the trial matrix
are reset to the values of the points on the matrix being formed. The
code whose d±.amond addition yields the maximum area from the above
trials becomes the second code word to be transmitted, and the process
is repeated on the remaining code words to find the third code word, the
fourth, and so on until all code words are' ,- - ranged in the desired order.
An example of such an ordering is shown in Figure 4.1 in which a rec-
tangle similar to the one in Figure 1.4 is being formed. Figure 4.1 (a)
shows the diamond resulting from the first code. The second diamond
r	 is added in Figure 4.1 (b) , the third in Figure 4.1 (c) , and the fourth in
Figure 4.1 (d) .
This method of ordering the skeleton code words provides the vest
obtainable ordering of code words for transmission. However, it is a
time consuming method. A new matrix must be formed for each skeleton
point tested before an optimum value can be found, and an optimum val-
ue must be found for each skeleton point to be transmitted. It is desir-




1	 Each code word for a s'celeton point has a weight associated with
it. This weight gives infoiaa,ation about the figure which the skeleton
describes by telliag how much area is occupied by the diamond which
the code word describes. However, once a diamond has been placed on
the matrix being formed from the transmitted code words, other diamonds
near to this diamond may have areas which overlap with the area of the
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of thn other diamonds is not gained as additional information about the
figure being formed as these other diamonds are added, since some of
the area described by the addition of these other diamonds is already
described by the diamond which had been placed. Thus, the placement
of any diamond on the matrix being formed will have an effect in deter-
mining how much irformation will be gained by the addition of other dia-
monds is they are added later.
In ordering code words for transmission, it is desirable to order the
code words so that the greatest possible amount of information will be
gained by the addition of the diamond described by each code word as it
is added. The first step in such an ordering process is to determine
the weight of each skeleton point and to select a point with the greatest
weight as the first skeleton point to be transmitted. The .diamond des-
cribed by this skeleton point probably intersects some of the area des-
cribed by some of the other skeleton points. In such cases, it is nec-
essary to adjust the weights associated with the other sk r lecon points
so that the weights will continue to provide an accurate measure of how
much additional area would be described by the addition of the diamond
associated with any skeleton point. After these adjustments are made,
the code word describing the skeleton point with the largest weight is
chosen as the second rode word to be transmitted. The diamond des-
cribed by this code word probably also intersects some of the diamonds
described by other code words, so it is again necessary to make adjust-
ments on the weights associated with the remaining code words ' afore
the next code word for transmission can be chosen. This process of
choosing code words according to weights and making adjustments on
the weights of the unchosen code words before the next code word is
chosen is continued until all code words have been placed in the or-
dered sequence. Throughout the process, the weight associated with
each unchosen skeleton point provides a measure of how much addi-
tional area would be described if the diamond associated with this
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The adjustment which should be made on each code word weight af-
ter a code word has been chosen for the transmission sequence is deter-
mined by the resolution of the chosen code word and the resolution of
coca word whose weight is being adjusted and by the distance between
their skeleton points. The adjustment is made on the weight associated
with each code word by approximating the percentage of area of the dia-
mond described by this code word which intersects the diamond just cho-
se,z for the ordered sequence and then reducing the weight of the uncho-
sen coon word by this calculated percentage. The fraction of weight
decrease, D, can be approximated as follows:
(1/2) K (Ru - 1/2)/Wu 	K > 0
D -	 0	 K < 0	 (4.1)
where Wu is the weight of the unchosen code word which is being ad-
justed, and K is the number of diagonal rows common t o both diamonds
and is given by
K =	
I 
Ru + Rc - 1	 - J 	 - 14y 1	 (4.2)
where Ru is the resolution of the unchosen code word, R C is the resolu-
tion of the code word just chosen, and ^c and try are the vertical and
horizontal matrix distances between the skeleton points corresponding
to the twcN code words being considered.
The number of rows that the two diamonds have in common, K, can
be seen in equation 4.2 to increase as the resolutions of the diamonds
increase, and to decrease as the distance between the diamonds in-
crease s . The number of rows, K, is multiplied by the average number
of points in each row of the unchosen diamond, Ru - 1/2, to obtain an
approximation of the total number of points in the rows involved in the
diamond intersection. This result is multiplied by 1/2 to approximate
the number of intersecting points since approximately one-half of the
points in the common rows can be expected to be involved in the inter-
sc ction of the diamonds. This result is divided by the total weight of
39
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the unchosen diamond, Wu , to determine D. an approximation of the
fraction of the number of points in the unchosen diamonds which are in-
volved in the intersection.
Using D as an intersection area estimator, the process of skeleton
point ccYle word ordering is a simple one. First, the weight of each
skeleton point is calculated. The point with the largest weight becomes
the first one chosen for transmission. Next, the weight of each remain-
ing point is multiplied by 1 - D. The skeleton point with the highest re-
sulting weight is the next to be chosen for transmission. This process
is repeated over and over until all points have been chosen.
The purpose of ordering points for transmission is to be able to
i
	 transmit as much area with as few points as possible. A comparison of
the estimated ordering method with the calculation of the optimum order-
ing method and no ordering technique at all is shown in Figure 4.2. The
graph shows what percentage of the area is described by how many points
where the points have been chosen in an order by the method designated
in the graph. The figure used was a BAC-145 jet at 0® . The method of
estimated ordering is shown to be nearly as effective in ordering codes
for transmission as the "optimum" method. The estimated ordering meth-
od sequenced the codes twenty tines faster. 	 !
The method of estimated ordering can also be applied to the square
	 4
?	 fitting transformation .
	 !
4.3 Boundary Descriotion
The usefulness of the skeleton transform as a method of data reduc-
tion can be measured by comp p: ing it with other methods of data reduc-
tion. A method of two-dimensional data reduction which is commonly
used involves describing a figure by describing a path along its outside
boundary. The path is described by a series of line segments, each one
having a magnitude and a direction. For the case of the 60 x 60 matrix,




Itions . Thus, any dine segment can be represented by nine bits of infor-
mation. Each skeleton point can be represented by two coordinates and
a magnitude of resolution. Such a point on a 60 x 60 matrix can be rep-
resented by seventeen bits.
It is difficult to compare the boundary description method and the
skeleton method of data reduction since the effectiveness of both meth-
ods depend o/,i the size and shape of the object being reduced and the
skeleton method depends on orientation. Also, the skeleton method is
intended for use when transmission of every detail of the object matrix
is not required.
The skeleton method of data reduction is at least as effective as the
boundary description method of data reduction. In some cases it is much
T better. For example, eighty percent of the area of the SAC-145 at 450
can be represented, using diamonds, by 236 bits with the skeleton meth-
od. 630 bits would be required for the same figure using the outlining
method.
4.4 A Predictor Method
In transmission of video data, it is generally desirable to transmit
only a portion of the data and to allow the receiver to predict the remain-
der. Such a method of data prediction can be applied to the skeleton
method of data reduction using methods similar to the ones discussed in
the previous chapter.
Use of the predictor method of data transmission requires that all
points on the object matrix belong to a region. All, examples which have
been used so far involve two regions. One region includes the area on
the object matrix in which the points have a value of one, and the other
region has points of value zero. Skeleton points describing a certain
percentage of each region are transmitted, and then the transmitted re-
gions are allowed to propagate into the regions not described by the
	
k
transmission to a manner similar to the propagation described for Method
2 of the noise reduction process.
•
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An example of results of the prediction method of data transmission
applied to a circle is shown in Figure 4.3. True object matrix is shown
in Figure 4.3 (a). The skeleton matrix transformation of each region, was
taken using the square fitting method. Then, eighty percent of the area
of each region was selected for transmission using the estimated order-
ing method. The selected regions are shown in Figure 4.3 (b) . The zero
region is shown by ®°s and the blank area represents unselected points.
The result obtained by the prediction method is shown in Figure 4.3 (c) .
450 bits were required to transmit the circle using the predictor
v: method, and a lame number of errors were made. 61 2 bits were required
{	 to transmit the circle with no errors using the boundary description meth-
'.	 od. Since similar results were obtained with other figures, the predictor
Y.
method of data reduction described apparently does not provide a satis-
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V. A PHOTOGRAPHIC EXAMPLE
5.1 Data
Most video data which will be enhanced and transmitted will be
photographic imagery. Such data is generally remote sensory data ob-
tained from reconnaissance planes or spacecraft. It is desirable, then,
to test the methods of noise reduction and data compression discussed
in przvious chapters using actual photographic data.
Pre-processed photographic data was used es input data to test the
skeleton transformation data enhancement and data reduction methods.
Pre-processing of the data was done by DalkeE 41 using Baye's statisti-
cal decision s trateyy to classify each point of an image into one of three
categories. The data used as input to Dalke's processing technique con-
sisted of three 70-millimeter transparencies selected from a set taken
by an Itek nine-lens multi-spectral camera during a flight over Phoenix,
Arizona, in fuly, 1965. The selected transparencies were sensitive to
different visual regions.
The photographic density at 6400 corresponding points on each image
was measured with a densitometer. These points were selected on an
80 x 60 grid with a .025-inch grid point spacing. The densitometer spot
size was defocused so that the measured density was an average over a
.025-inch diameter spot. The resulting measurements were entered into
IBM cards in a format that designated their original location on the image.
The coded images were processed using an IBM 7040 computer to
classify each point into one of three regions using Baye's decision
theory. A 66 x 60 grid was ch osen from the resulting image and coded
onto IBM cards. This 60 x 60 grid was used as input data to examine
the enhancement and data reduction methods discussed in this parer.
A positive print of the area included in the 60 x 60 grid of one of
the photographic images is shonrn in Figure 5.1 (a) . For reference in
evaluating the results, the image in Figure 5.1 (a) was reproduced out
45
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of focus. This de-focused image is shown in Figure 5.1 (b) and was ob-
tained with sufficient care so that it represents the data as seen by the
computer for Dalke ' s program. The computer output from Dalke ' s program
which was used as computer input for the programs discussed here is
shown in Figure 5.2.
Y
5.2 Results
Noise reduction methods were applied to the object matrix shown in
a	 Figure ` 5.2 . The methods used were the same as the ones described in
Chapter 3 except that there were three regions instead of two. The re-
sults of Methods 1, 2, 3, and 4 with threa reinforcements are shown in
Figures 5.3 (a) , (b) , (c) , and (d) respectively. It should be noted that
616 skeleton points were required to describe the result of Method 1
while the others required less than 300 points aach.
The code words resulting from the noise reduction methods were or-
dered, region by region, using the estimated ordering method for square
fitting discussed in the previous chapter. Use of the estimated ordering
method permitted eighty percent of the area of the image to be described
with less than sixty skeleton points when the image used was obtained
from three reinforcement noise reductions using Methods 2, 3, or 4.
This means that eighty percent of the image can be described by less
than 1020 bits as compared to 7200 bits which would be required if the
image grid was coded paint by point.
The predictor method of transmitted image regeneration was applied
to the noise reduced images using eighty percent of the image area for
transmission. The transmitted areas for Methods 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
shown in Figures 5.4 (a),, (b) , (c) , and (d) respectively. The images re-
formed from the transmitted areas using
 ! the predictor method ar : shown
in Figure S.S.
The images in Figure S. 5 represent a reasonable approximation of
the regions described by Figure 5.2. This ww d indicate that the pre-
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dictor method of transmitted image reformation described in Chapter 4
might be useful when more than two regions are used. In any case, the






The two-dimensional medial point skeleton transformation described
in the introduction provides a useful means of representing two-dimen-
sional data such as radar imagery and video data. Regions of the image
are described as the union of several diamonds, each of which is de-
fined by a point on a skeleton matrix. The transformation is a useful
one since the value of each skeleton point can easily be used to calcu-
late the area of its corresponding diamond and therefore provides a di-
rect indication of the importance of that point in the description of an
image.
The use of the transformation for pattern recognition is restricted
siric:e introduction of a small amount of noise on an image being trans-
formed greatly affects the resulting transformation. For this reason,
the primary value of the skeleton transformation is its Usefulness in
data compression and noise reduction.
Since the transformation describes each image as the union of sev-
eral, straight -edged figures (diamonds or SgUdres) , the average size of
the diamonds or squares described by the transformation is a function of
the orientation of the image. This dependence is a strong one as shown
with the example of the BAC-145 jet. The dependence can be used ad-
vantageously if it is suspected that the image has an orientation of its
own by simply aligning the edges of the image to coincide with the edges
of the diamonds or squares. The transformation can also be used to de-
tect orientation of an image.
The skeleton transformation provides a useful method of noise re-
duction. Since noise generally occurs in video data as small isolated
points or lines,
'
 t can be eliminated since the resolution associated with
this noise is smal and can be smoothed out. Noise was reduced quite
effectively on the images used in Chapter 3, especially with Methods
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the regions are defined by points ai high resolution obtained from the
skeleton transformation provides a more effective method of noise reduc-
t	 tion than does the more conventional neighbor search method.
The usefulness of the skeleton matrix transformation as a means of
dat reduction when only two regions are involved is questionable. It
cannot be relied upon to provide a more effective means of data com-
pression than the boundary description method. However, the skeleton
matrix transformation provides an effective means of data reduction when
more than two regions are involved. Its usefulness for this purpose is
,,nown with the use of pre -processed photographic data. The data used
contains only three regions. However, the methods used may be di-
rectly used to reduce data with as many regions as desired. It should
be noted that the methods used treat each region separately. No ad-
r	 justment is made nor the relative similarity of the regions.
i 6.2 Recommendations for Further Investigation
A problem noted with the medial point skeleton transformation is
that it does not provide a completely effective method of data compres-
sion. This shortcoming might be overcome by devising a method to
describe the skeleton in a more general manner rather than point by
point. Such a description might involve a two-dimensional least--
squares curve fit of the more important skeleton points or a description
t of the skeleton shape using methods of syntax. E 51 A study of a *medial
axis description of figures similar to a syntax description of the skele-
ton transformation has already been done by P'hilbricr..
i The noise reduction methods described in Chapter 3 are only in-
tended to suggest a few possible methods of noise reduction. Obviously
many more ingenious methods can ^)e contrived using the skeleton trans-
formation. Best results would he expected using a region growth method.
The data reduction methods described involving more than two re-
f gion Bake no adjustments to account for the relative similarity of the
53
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regions. However, for effective data reduction, it is desirable to clan-
sify similar regions together. In the example of the photographs taken
of Phoenix, the merging of similar regions was accomplished by pre-
processing the photographs with Dalke's Baye's Decision Theory pro-
gram. However, it would definitely be advantageous to use a similarity
of regions criteria to assign object matrix values during the noise re-
duction process. Such a process would be useful for direct processing
of photographic imagery. Also, such a process might allow pattern




Most of the basic computer simulations done using the skeleton
transformation were done in computer subroutines. Brief descriptions
of some of these subroutines are given below to aid the reader in under-
standing the makeup of the computer programs used.
Subroutine SKEL finds the skeleton transformation of an object
matrix using diamond fitting. Subroutine SSKEL is the same as SKEL
except that it uses square fitting. Subroutine NSKEL uses SSKEL to find
the skeleton matrix transformation of an object matrix with three regions.
Subroutine DIADD adds a diamond to a matrix given the matrix and
a skeleton point code word. DIADD also finds the number of 1's in the
matrix after the addition is made. Subroutine SDIADD is the same as
DIADD except that squares are used instead of diamonds.
Subroutine PRNT prints a matrix printing blanks in place of zeros
and X's in place of ones.
Subroutine OTLIN calculates the number of bits required to des-
cribe a figure using the boundary outline method.
Subroutine NCQ(DE finds the code words describing a skeleton
matrix.
Subroutine DIAF orders code words using the "optimum" method.
Listings of these subroutines are shown on the following pages.
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I I IIA111,J1,00,1) 60 10 t1,
ICIII.J1•IASII.J1
16111,J1•n








10f jell IrJ1+R6, n 1 let( I. J1 . 1171 I.,11•,rr6
JAI l lr Jl•o
IA21I'Joao
I r fIE111.J1,f6,B1 16M . P _
15J IFIIC211,JI.10,2) IAfil'J1•,
CALL 1194W IAS.IA2.161.102.III.IS7.MY1








116 1111C2fI.J1,00, 6 1 I IQ( I.J1.1
























Dkl0T0 TOG FOLLOWING CAOD If •OTM IAI AND (AE A" 11010.





IF116211,Jl,f0,1) 60 t0 f ► A
I I tIA111,J1,t;0,if IN IIrJI•f
IF t14111 • 1rJl,f6,l) 10111•irJ) N
iF41Al11+J • 11r60,11 IN II.J•11s1
I r 116111 . 1,J• 11, ►6.11 1Gtfl•S,J•1/•2
2! 0 1F116111.L J•11,60,11 f6 t0 tf1
1)fIAEt1,J1,40.11 117111J1.t
lFflA•11 • lrJ1+i0,11 16111.10).1
1 1'lIAI11r J • 1)ri0,1! INIIrJ+1 h1
1111012t1.1rJ • Sl.f0.11 10E11•IrJ•ll•I
It! CONTINUO
00 211 I•i. ► /
00 211. J•1.$$
If ll#EI Ir J1.Nf,71 60 to E61
I r 11b tI,J1.60,11 60 T O 110
Irll ► ifl • 1rJ1+10,11 #o TO 2►6
IIII01(I,J • t).ko.l) 6o TO 296
1111 q Il • 1. J•ll.f0,11 GO TO 710
I/711.JY•N
716 IY21I,J1.0
2t1 II 11y t1•LJ•l1.Nk,1! /o TO E1►
1 1'1101/1,JIr10,t1 6o TO 196
111196 11 . 1rJ1: 0 0,11 60 TO 700
IIIIO211.J • 1>.e0 wt 60 TO Ito

















1F1101111•I.J• U .80.11 60 TO 711





































o00 S	 o i ► 11•o.b ►





1J• I N OO-loeoeo • Ir-tao•lf ► n e
11.1

















1011N.Wtl so to 394











1 0 110,66+41 0o To 711
1.11.1
•O 'Te !o/
706 f/ I W00/11 •h1l. •66) GO To J1e
to rte! 1.1 .69
Do rteo ,+/n ref) ►
 (ICII I,JI•IC111.JI Jer11 46WrgW1711 ifllf,t.N,tl 1111f.J ► •1
»• ,1w116
00 be$ I.t.ee
00 no o•1.e6t 1 "I",-J1.e6,11 NYK•eYSt.IH iF111611rJ1,l1.1 ► NY1lMYK•1
,1NTU"
aUNOOUTINI OIAFI IA. 10,wOpf..n^O.4CO.wVAL)
C11164f1ON t1r ^n,010 },te1ln, ^r1,.01 ►f 1!'101
ILL.O
11 0 •n7 N.t,NCO













p 111111110M 1 ► rf1.l11.IC1le,+1)
OVA 1/1,644/111 1.11/1NM/
DO lot I•f,11
UJ 5, 01, J•i.i1
U i1111.J h k0,0) ICII.JI•IrL11A








KJSI tort ►► - p. OYk 6miL 1 1 UtYO


























607 1 1 11•It•1, J-11 . 10 • I • IIr J-1),NY,11 60 f0 606
KJDRINI.•
J.J-1
GO T O 617
















617 I r IIYlIrJ1,A6.31 GO TO 606
ww;1616,197)
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